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PREFACE 

 

“In all living, have much fun and laughter. Life is to be enjoyed, not just 

endured”- Quote that perfectly sums up the batch of 2018-2022. 

4 years, 74 students, 53 subjects, 175 credits and countless memories. It was 

indeed an amusing and amazing journey. Here we are finally, ready to face 

the world. 

 

Engineering is amongst the few professions where creativity and ingenuity 

knows no bounds. Needless to say, the EEE department, which united all of 

us for the first time, acted as a platform on which we built our aspirations. 

The professors have offered us their guidance and unconditional support in 

any tasks we have wished to pursue. 

 

The “Resonance” is a humble attempt in giving the reader’s a glimpse of the 

incredible journey we experienced, the lessons we learnt, the things we did, 

the people we met and most importantly the individuals we have become. 

 

HOPE YOU ENJOY THE READ 🔖 



    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

OUR EXPERIENCES 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It all started in 2018, when I knew I was going to be a part of BMSCE. I was 

delighted and yet didn’t know what to expect. The last of the induction programme 

was when I became the Class Representative. First year was all about getting to 

know my classmates. While I got to know some people in the class, I was 

introduced to some more through cricket. From welding to engineering drawing to 

working with machines, we were introduced to the world of Engineering. Along with 

this came in the first technical fest of our Engineering. It was fun filled with 

treasure hunts and other activities through which we learnt a lot. With a blink of 

an eye came our exams and the first semester ended with a small trek to 

Makalidurga. 

After a short vacation, the physics cycle began. The classes started and so did the 

fever of UTSAV , the cultural festival of BMSCE. We became a part of one of the 

massive fests in Bengaluru. Amidst the semester we then went to Hogenakkal falls, 

made some last minute preparations for the upcoming exams and with a trip to 

Chikmagaluru, we ended our first year, and yes, I did PASS! I seem to remember 

more of those trips then what I learnt all these years.   

 

                                               

 

 

 

 

BHARATH UR 



 

Now began a new season of learning as we entered our department in our second 

year. This was a tough year. The subjects were challenging, not that it made us 

serious about studies. As we were learning about subjects which were department 

specific, PhaseShift arrived yet again to offer us a change. This time we 

volunteered and entered the organising committee of the fest. It was quite a 

different experience and also helped us get to know our seniors better. As the 

semester ended , we went to Ooty. Little did we know, that trip was going to be 

the last trip for a while as the pandemic dawned upon us. 

ONLINE ONLINE ONLINE !!! are the three words I would use to describe my third 

year. The only good thing I could extract from the pandemic was that it helped 

revisit my priorities in life. All of a sudden health mattered the most, the pandemic 

also gave us a lot of time to build ourselves in terms of skills.  

Finally I woke up to a day when I got to go to college again, meet my friends. This 

was the final year of my Engineering and the most important phase as the 

placements began. Fortunately I got placed early in Robert Bosch. I was really 



happy when all my close friends too got placed quickly. Another main highlight of 

the final year is the major project. With the  end my seventh semester and keeping 

up with the tradition of going on a trip at the end of the semester by going to 

Dandeli and Gokarna, began my internship and the eighth and the final semester. 

The final semester was all about our major project and internship. We produced 

some really innovative projects. Busy with completing our academic obligations, 

we suddenly  realized that we are standing on the shore. With our Farewell we 

prepared ourselves to enter the world.   

Today I found out that putting down four years of my journey in this college into a 

small article was a tough job. I smiled, laughed and felt the nostalgia hit me as I 

wrote down this article and this is how I know I have lived the best four years of 

my life!! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

It was the beginning of a new phase of my life, I still remember walking to the 

Indoor stadium brimming with confidence as I was about to attend the first day of 

the Induction programme. 

The initial two weeks were merely events conducted by our college  seniors giving 

us some insight about their experiences and how best we could benefit from it. I 

for one enjoyed our department level induction and was intrigued, looking forward 

to working in the labs and learning about new stuff. On a side note, Digital 

Electronics and Analog Electronics labs were indeed fun to work with. We were 

also welcomed by our EEE seniors, they laid out all the dos and don’ts, they 

narrated some of their hilarious experiences in college which was very heart 

warming and made us all the more inquisitive in spending the following four years 

of our lives. In addition we were acquainted with the teachers’ experiences and 

interests. 

Dr Lakshmi Narayanana sir without a doubt made our college life better with his 

humour and leniency when correcting papers. In spite of COVID-19, affecting our 

lives and classes being held online, Dr Meena ma’am did a great job teaching us 

Power Electronics, it was hands down the best subject taught during lockdown 
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owing to her enthusiasm and passion for teaching, she was supportive through and 

through , helping us with our projects and academics. 

I was privileged enough to be involved with BMSCE UPAGRAHA club. Being a part 

of it, gave me a new outlook on everything. It taught me how people work best 

together as a team and the teachers themselves, Dr Geetha ma’am and Divya 

ma’am being diligent and persistent towards learning something new was 

inspiring. Completing the said tasks in a given period of time, looking up different 

IEEE papers for new concepts was interesting. 

I was also a part of iTeach, where we had an amazing experience, teaching primary 

school kids from Rajarajeshwari School in Basavanagudi, conducting fun activities, 

making sure we engaged them and also keeping them curious, was a challenging 

one. In fact, it was so good that we were awaiting that one day of the week, just to 

go and meet, talk and spend time with them which brought back memories of my 

school going days. 

We have this electrifying technical fest called Phase Shift, one that everyone’s 

looking forward to and are excited about, ranging from volunteering, coordinating 

and most importantly participating in those events. Some events like Battleship 

and Escape rooms were very entertaining, best of all was the Treasure Hunt, 

running around the college and finding your next task, those were the good days! 

Utsav is said to be one of the best cultural fests in Bangalore and taking part in 

events like charades, watching the Mad Ads, Turtle Jam it was all worthwhile. 



And there I sat in the Indoor stadium four years later, only this time it was our 

Farewell, recalling some of the best memories , sharing them with everyone, we 

had an unforgettable night. I thank BMS and the EEE department for providing me 

with these opportunities and giving me a million memories to cherish.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

I remember myself being a timid, introverted and quite an under confident person  

when I walked into the gates of BMSCE in 2018. Little did I know that this place 

would mark a remarkable change in my life.  

My enrolment in the EEE course was sheerly due to my eligibility according to CET 

ranking.  

All along, I had heard people talking only about CS/ISE when it comes to choosing 

an engineering stream. First year being common didn't make any difference. I had 

made a few friends in class and began exploring various club events on campus as 

we had ample time to do so. I began volunteering with Rotaract, auditioned and 

got into Ninaad, the Indian music team of college and sang at various occasions in 

Chirantana. I also got to intern at the Akshaya Patra Foundation. I am basically a 

very academic person and hence kept my focus right though I did not know much 

about the specialization I was about to dive into.  

My class of EEE consisted of individuals from various walks of life, extremely warm 

and welcoming. By the end of the first year, we pretty much formed a bond that I 

began to cherish. I slowly broke out of my introverted barriers and began expanding 

my horizons. Though I had an opportunity to branch change, I decided to stand still 

 

 

 

 

 

SANGEETHA S 



with what I call my home today, the dept of EEE. I consider this one of the best 

decisions of my life. Second year marked an important milestone of my engineering 

career. I got into the Melton Foundation, a global youth exchange forum. I was also 

elected as the Director of iTeach, Rotaract Club of BMSCE. I also got to become 

one of the coordinators of Ninaad and represented our college at the VTU Fest, 

2019.  

Meanwhile we were introduced to a few core areas of Electrical Engineering. With 

these positions of responsibilities, I slowly began releasing my passion for 

management. All my professors, well aware of this inclination of mine, gave me 

abundant space to go out and nurture my passion! Right from giving permission to 

attend conferences to organizing events, they were more than happy to see me 

grow in my ladder of success.  

I must say that I have indeed met friends whom I would call family for the rest of 

my life. For an emotionally sensitive person like me, they’ve always understood me 

in times of sadness and have stood as a pillar of support during my failures. With 

the onset of Covid, times became tough yet my floor of opportunities were open. I 

wanted to expand my knowledge in management and explore the social sector in 

a deeper sense.  I went on to be elected as the Vice President of the Rotaract club 

of BMSCE for the term 2020-2022. I also got into the United Nations, Global Solvers 

Accelerator, an 8 month program. Additionally I got the opportunity to intern at the 

Youth Conclave of India and Udyogini. The department also gave us the 

opportunity to intern at the Dassault Systems during that period. With the Coursera 



membership from college, I began studying economics, financial management, 

investment banking and learnt more about consulting.  

By this time, I had my route map clear- that I must channel a career in 

management. Placements began and I decided to apply to companies only in my 

interest areas. My professors supported this decision of mine and motivated me to 

get into a management firm. Rightly focused, I got into one of the Big 4 Consulting 

firms in the globe, Ernst and Young, as a Senior Analyst. As I reflect back on this 

four year journey of mine, I think that EEE dept forms the majority part of my 

success. It is rare to find mentors who support our passions of different areas and 

recognise talents. Right from music to management, it’s always been a pleasure to 

engage with this family. As I embark on my career in management,  I would like to 

thank everyone who formed part of this beautiful phase. After all, happiness is 

much measured with people and not destinations! 
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When it comes to sports in our college we have very good support from sports 

department and from our department.  

I started my Kho-Kho journey in first year. I went for Volleyball selection but saw 

Kho-Kho selection so I  went there to see. I was a good Kho-Kho player in school 

so i just gave a try and got selected .I played my first  VTU zonal match in CMRIT 

college on  1st march 2019 and  won the Bengaluru central  zonal tournament and 

later we went to BGSIT  college for VTU interzonals on 6th march 2019 and finished 

third by losing against SIT College and this was just a beginning of many. We 

enjoyed a lot in the middle of matches and after matches. In second year we went 

for open college tournament to CMRIT college on 27th  September 2019 and lost in 

final against host team .but later in VTU zonal tournament which was held in Dr.AIT 

college on 28th feb 2020 we got our revenge and defeated them and went on to win 

the Bengaluru Central zonal tournament for second consecutive time.  

                            

 

DEEKSHITH NP 

Former Kho-Kho Captain 

 

 



Next we went to  VTU interzonals which was held in PES college , Mandya on 2nd 

and 3rd march 2020 and lost in final again to SIT college and finished second. 

After that covid 19 came so everything was stopped. third year we spent time in 

home only due to covid so there was no practice no tournament nothing. 

Again we started fresh in 4th year after covid. we started practicing following covid 

protocols. All my seniors were passesd out. Now I was the senior. We did selections 

got some new talent. A whole new team was built. This time we didn’t get coach 

due to some reasons.  

After almost two years of break we were back in business. we went for open 

college tournament to RV college on 31st may 2022.We won the tournament by 

defeating SIT in final. I didn’t played inside due to injury but my team took revenge 

and defeated them for the first time. This year our college only  hosted the VTU 

zonal tournament on 18th June 2022 and we became the champions of bengaluru 

central zone for third consecutive time.  We went to Davanagere for VTU 

interzonals which was held in GMIT on 19th and 20th June 2022 and again we lost 

in final against Acharya college.I couldn’t  end up as champions of VTU interzonals 

this time also. But I have the confidence that one day our college will definitely 

going win VTU interzonals. 

The journey has been marvellous so far.  I have lived up each and every moment 

in this. These days will never come again. It was not just a team it was group of 

brothers. Getting into Kho-Kho team was the best thing I did in entire engineering 

life. 



 

 

 

 

“There is time and place for everything in BMSCE” 

I was given an opportunity to be a part of BMSCE sports department, BMSCE 

sport department was always supportive and encouraging each one of us to 

participate in various kinds of sports according to individual interest and their 

talents. As a student I was always interested in Kabbadi sport and had 

experience in the past. I got selected for the college team.  

At personal level, sport activities are critical to my daily life. These activities are 

not only a routine that keeps me in shape, but also a career-driving path that is 

both inspirational and motivational. To maintain the physical fitness Kabbadi has 

always been a great sport. 

 

 

 

 

TEJASHREE S 

Kabaddi Player 



Most of them would have probably heard players saying ‘Kabbadi’ endless times 

without losing their breath in the match and also everyone will watch in awe and 

tension whether the player will be caught or not. The trill and excitement of 

playing this game is not only for the players but also for the spectators. 

Kabbadi is a game which requires more of physical strength, there were always 

hardships, difficulties, injuries during the matches but always when we step back 

from our path our coach and teachers were there to support us constantly. 

Between the losing and winning the match it gave us endless memories to take it 

forward. 

I would like to heartily thank our coach and BMSCE sport department staffs for 

all their support, encouragement throughout our sport journey and also I would 

like to thank all my teammates for being there for me and for correcting my 

mistakes and supporting 

“One of the reasons why we hold on to something so hard because something so 

great won’t happen twice” 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Looking back from now I can remember all the laughter, fun, challenges, failure to 

champions, assignments, exams, awards, fights, tears and punishments. Being a 

part of this college BMSCE between 2018-2022 has been a wonderful experience 

for me to improve myself and come out as a completely responsible citizen of this 

country. 

I believe that a person should be active in academics as well as co-curricular 

activities. I can proudly say that I have contributed to my college in all possible 

ways. 

I was a part of college Volleyball and Kabaddi team also as sports coordinator. 

Through all these four years I have participated in numerous competitions and held 

our college name high. We secured prize in VTU Inter-Zonal, Bangalore Central 

Zone, Kreedotsava, Spardha, and few Inter-collegiate sports fests. 

 

 

SHASHANK K R 

Kabaddi and Volley Ball Player 

UTSAV 2022 Core Committee Member 

 

 



Having interest to explore nature, I was a core member of Mountaineering club. 

We had organized SAHAS-2019 during UATSAV 2019 for which we had a huge 

response from other students who participated. Under coordination with seniors, I 

had executed some treks. We went to Banantimari, Skandagiri, Bheemana Kindi 

and many more mountains for trekking. 

Apart from sports I involved myself in cultural programs conducted by Chirantana, 

the Kannada club of BMS. As part of this group, I got a wonderful opportunity to 

explore and learn about heritage of Karnataka and literature. I was also selected 

as core committee member for USTAV 2022. This was one of the pride moments 

of my life. I got to meet many like minds to work together, along with all ups and 

downs we were able to put up a big program. This fest was challenging right after 

pandemic even then it was a grand hit. 

                   

Coming to academics, BMS has such wonderful teachers who help us at every 

phase. They encouraged us put efforts in building our future. My department was 

very friendly and gave us opportunity to manage all activities, without their support 



I am sure I couldn’t have achieved so much. I have maintained an overall cgpa of 

8.3 and through college placements I have been placed in my dream company 

CISCO with 14 lpa package. 

I will always cherish moments spend over in this college. This college has given 

me so much for life. Friends who will be family and memories that will last long. 

       

Thankyou BMS for giving me confidence to walk with head held high! 

 

  



             

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

   

 

 

MORE SPORTS ACHIEVERS 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It's been an amazing journey of 4 years filled with good amount of memories but 

however I feel nostalgic that it all ended in the blink of an eye! Out of 4 years, we lost 

one complete year of actual student life as pandemic hit and everything went online 

including labs, internals, quizzes. During the remaining three years, I spent most of 

the time on campus engaging myself in various clubs, organizing and taking part in 

the technical and cultural events. I have now graduated and working at Lam Research 

as Electrical Engineer 1. I am here to give you a small glimpse about my life at BMSCE.  

 

In order to get rid of my introvert nature, I started the process of pushing myself out 

of my comfort zone in first year by taking part in events conducted by Rotaract Club 

such as Iteach, open mike, mega trek 2.0, Rotameet, V.R.S awareness event. Out of 

all these initiatives led by Rotaract , Iteach motivated me to continue to be a part of 

the club as it inspired me to the fullest to contribute something to the society. I felt 

very nice to see those young kids, their innocence, their respect towards us and of 

course naughtiness when it comes to few kids.  

In my second year of engineering, I worked as a junior event coordinator during 

Phaseshift 2019. It was a different level of joy and experience altogether. I also got 

 

 

 

 

 

VARSHA M 

Rotaract Club, IEEE PES, Upagraha Club 



 

 

 

 

an opportunity to apply for the Rotaract Club Board of Directors selection and finally 

got appointed as "Co-director of SPAW" for a period of one year. S.P.A.W is a society 

for the protection of animals and welfare. It is an animal wing under the Rotaract club 

of BMSCE. My main responsibility was organizing animal shelter visits and events to 

spread awareness about animal protection. This is a dream come true for me as I 

have always been an animal person. The major events organized were cubbon dog 

park visits and animal shelter visits with a primary focus on pet adoption and 

socialization. During my term in Rotaract club, I met a lot of people, made good friends 

and spent a great time with them.  

 

                      

 

Finally in third year, I had a distinct opportunity of serving in the core committee of 

two clubs together as a 'Secretary' of BMSCE IEEE Power and Energy Society and as 

a 'Power Subsystem team lead' in Upagraha Club which is a satellite club of BMSCE. 

Both these roles were technical plus managerial based. I purposely chose IEEE PES 



 

 

 

 

and Power Subsystem to explore the technical side in contrast to Rotaract Club which 

is a social/societal based club. As a secretary, I was mainly responsible for creating 

event reports and annual report, organizing technical seminars, workshops and 

hackathons. I absolutely loved being a part of PES along with my two dearest friends.   

            

 

Serving as a 'Power subsystem team lead' for a period of one year was an extremely 

challenging one. I got an opportunity to lead a team of 20 students including EEE 

juniors under which design of solar panels, Battery and Power conditioning unit was 

carried out as a part of Electrical Power Subsystem for the BMSCE Satellite which is 

currently in preliminary design phase. It was an amazing learning experience 

interacting with the team, teachers and ISRO experts who used to provide constant 

support and guidance throughout the project. 

 



 

 

 

 

4th year of college was little hard as we had to manage academics, final year project, 

internship and placements. But in the duration of 3 years, I believe that I would not 

have grown to be the person I am today without these various clubs and societies in 

college. I also owe it to all the amazing people people I got to meet especially my 

friends and teachers who made it an unforgettable experience. And EEE Department 

will always hold a special place for being completely co-operative, friendly and 

supportive throughout my entire journey.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Engineering is not only about the technicality, but it’s a package of entertainment, 

exploring one’s self, and diversity. Let me denote a scenario, Ice-cream definitely 

melts irrespective of whether you eat or don’t eat it , similarly 4 years of engineering 

just moves on a fast phase and comes to an end which will be of  no use if we don’t 

explore the diversity of activities involved in it. BMSCE has immensely instilled in me 

a very unique message which is stated as follows: ‘Try to be a King in the time you 

have, but don’t wait till the crowning ceremony‘. 

Initially I felt engineering is just a routine of books and technology, but the opportunity 

which I got in BMSCE completely changed my opinion about it. The kind of 

associations, faculties, networking which BMSCE gave me in the initial few days itself 

made me excited and inspired me to participate in various stage activities and 

improved my capabilities to next level. Rather than jumping into the bandwagon, I was 

waiting for the stage or an opportunity to showcase my talent. There were many ideal 

situations created from which I was involved in various clubs namely: NSS, 

Samskruthi Sambhrama, Chiranthana, Ninaad which blended me into a charming 

position in my engineering life.  

 

 

UJWAL SHARMA 

Chirantana, Samskruthi Sambramha, NSS 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

To further describe, I was an activist in National Service scheme (NSS), organized and 

participated in events such as plog run upholding the vision of Swachh Bharath 

mission, walkathons and cyclothons for a social welfare cause, Blood donation 

campaign keeping in the mind the slogan ‘Donating blood is an act of solidarity ‘ , 

plantation drives to combat deforestation ,desertification and enhance the beauty and 

balance of the nature . I used to volunteer in helping out the special children by 

conducting quizzes and guide the government school students to enhance their 

personality development. This club has taught me the need of societal welfare and 

made me a better human being to contribute my best to society and environment 

around us. 

            

I started the wonderful journey in Samskruthi Sambhrama, the folk club of BMSCE by 

giving a folk dance performance – Dollu Kunitha in UTSAV 2019, gave many other 

performances and signed off as the main coordinator. I was responsible for the start 

of the folk music singing domain in the club which is dedicated only towards folk 

dance and I also shared the knowledge about the origin, history, heritage of the folk 

music by coordinating with club mates by organizing a mega event named Folk Music 



 

 

 

 

Festival. I also gave the main stage performance during Utsav Envisage, cultural fest 

of BMSCE. As a leader, I enjoyed contributing to the folk culture of India and instilling 

the awareness among all the participants of BMSCE. I can proudly say that it was a 

roller coaster journey where I learned different skills and took decisions even in tough 

situations which led to the success of my club. 

Chiranthana, Kannada cultural club of BMSCE gave me exposure in all cultural 

domains such as music, dance, drama etc. I handled the complete music activities of 

this club and further by taking the help of lyricist, I composed new song praising about 

the Chiranthana club, also organized and selected the music singing team which led 

us to give performance in grand stage and major events.  

 

I also took lead role in skits which were done in women’s week awareness programme. 

In my first year I took part in a drama which was based on – village boy coming to 

college seeking his parents blessing , turning into playboy who develops crush, needs 

affection ,and finally changes his behavior  into good , securing the job and  high rank 

in the final year .  



 

 

 

 

         

The second drama brings in the sentiment of mother’s love and affection into the real 

life which involved full of quarrel between wife and mother, at last going in search of 

mother who had left the house, bringing her back and they lead a happy life. In short, 

my experience at Chiranthana was amazing and it gave me the patriotism about our 

language and culture which will take me a long way to spread the word of 

Mathrubhashe-Kannada to the world. 

I conclude by saying that, I came with an intension to just swim in the pond of my 

domain, but the four years of engineering has created a spark in me to go beyond the 

boundaries and deep dive into the ocean of domains and obstacles.  

History can only be scripted if you take challenges, lose, strive hard and win over it. 

But it’s not left as a footmark, if you take a shortcut and win the challenge for the 

sake of popularity.  

By this, I feel BMSCE is the right place for extracurricular activities and technical 

improvements which teaches you all the correct way to tackle the challenges in life 

and accomplish big goals.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BMSCE is one of the very few institutions which is part of the Melton Foundation. The 

MF is a Global network of fellows who work around the United Nations Sustainable 

development goals. This interconnected community supports individuals through 

mentorship, resources and collaborations to execute projects in various dynamics of 

impact. They have their fellowship presence in six countries- USA, China, Germany, 

Chile, Ghana and India.  

 

I was one of the fortunate ones to be inducted into this prestigious fellowship. My 

perspective of life and personality underwent tremendous changes as I began this 

journey. The first 8 months was a learning track where we were taught various project 

execution and management tools- intercultural communication, Design thinking, 

 

 

 

 

 

SANGEETHA S 

Ninaad, Member of Melton Foundation 



 

 

 

 

systems thinking, feasibility analysis and so on. I was put in a team with 3 other people 

from Chile, China and Germany. We worked on an educational project for the 

underprivileged- SDG 4(Quality Education). This six month project involved a number 

of brainstorming sessions. I collaborated with the Akshaya Patra foundation and the 

Rotaract club of BMSCE to implement a variety of teaching techniques in our local 

government schools.  

Our New Fellow Orientation(NFO) was all set to happen in the USA during March 

2020. Covid hit and the event was digitized. My batch of 16 members graduated from 

new fellows to junior fellows in an online set-up. Yet, the lockdown period was of 

exponential learning. For the junior fellowship, I was put in a project team with fellows 

from China and Ghana. We went on to work with Sustainable menstruation as our 

focus. Alongside, I also got opportunities to host podcasts with CEO’s of the White 

Swan foundation for Mental Health, Bangalore and the HPI School of Design thinking, 

Germany. In 2021, I got into the Global Solvers Accelerator program as a Strategy 

Solver. I worked with the Youth Conclave of India for mobilizing the School on Wheels 

initiative.  

2022 was a year of surprises. I was selected for the conference at Dillard University, 

New Orleans in the USA during April,2022. This was my first ever trip abroad, 

something that I will never forget. This was a 16 day trip and fellows from all over the 

world assembled in America for the exchange conference. We landed in New York 

and went on to visit the Statue of Liberty, Times Square, Central Park, Brooklyn 



 

 

 

 

Bridge, the Wall street, New york state museum, empire state building and the Mett. 

I then flew to New Orleans for the Conference. I got the opportunity to showcase 

Indian music on a foreign land and also present all our projects. With tons of learning, 

experiences and memories, we parted ways back to our homeland. Next up, I will be 

traveling to Germany in October,2022 for the next MF Conference.  

                         

From an under confident individual to interacting with a global network, this 

foundation has helped me transform as a human being. I’ve learnt to manage time, 

master communication and most importantly, push myself to dream bigger and better!  

 

I began my journey with Indian music when I was 6 years old. I completed my senior’s 

degree in Classical Music in my 12th Grade. I had heard quite a lot about the quality 

of the music team at BMSCE.  

Hence, when I joined this college, my first desire was to get into Ninaad! 

I participated in the auditions in my first year and was fortunate enough to make an 

entry into the club. From then on, I got to perform in multiple stages. Utsav 2019 was 



 

 

 

 

a memorable one. I sang along with the team at Antarmukhi, the musical event of the 

fest. Next up, I also invocated Phase Shift 2019.  

 

I also went on to sing at the IEEE conferences held at BMSCE. The EEE department 

gave me numerous stages to showcase this talent of mine.  

In Utsav 2019, I was one of the event coordinators of Ninaad. I was also selected in 

the cultural team to represent BMSCE at the VTU Fest held in SDM College of 

Engineering, Dharwad. This is truly an unforgettable experience. My Ninaad journey 

did not stop even with the onset of covid. We confined ourselves to the walls of our 

homes, yet made some magical music! We collaborated, sang online and made 

amazing videos of musical jams. In 2021, I got the opportunity to sing in the All India 

Radio as part of the Ninaad team.  

Truly, this club helped me in meeting my peers who have exceptional talents and learn 

through each other's expertise. We had a heartwarming farewell organized by our 

Ninaad juniors on july 11,2022.  

This musical group would always form part of my memory lane! 
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Notice me once, 

Heart’s never fulfilled, 

Eye’s are never satisfied 

Heart’s each corner wants 

Just a glimpse of your face 

Just a Feel of your touch 

Stay for a while 

Stay for a moment, 

Stay for a while longer until 

The spoken feelings reach you. 

 

 

 

I have always been fascinated by the way 

poems work. They are the most beautiful 

and creative way of expressing oneself. 

- PRERANA S 

 

 

 



    

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Wildlife Photography is my therapy. 

- PRANAV R  



  

 

 

        

              

 

 

 

 

I believe Art is a of recognizing oneself. 

- TEJASHREE S  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beginnings are usually scary and endings are usually sad, but  

it’s everything in between that makes it all worth living. 

       Tejashree S 

 

 
 

 

 

Somewhere along the way when a selenilion occurs this 

end has a new beginning 

     Prerana S 

 

Never wanted to leave this college and graduate. But,  

it is what it is right? 

    Nithyashree 

     
 

.. and in the time between Induction and Graduation, Life 

Metamorphosed 

   Stephen J 

 

Thanks to BMSCE for passing the electric current 

(Knowledge) to the normal wire like me and help in the 

process of magnetization (Enlightenment) 

                       Ujwal Sharma    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It seems like we are living in fast forward, Engineering just 

passed by.. 

           Bharath U R 

 

 

Four years of voyage filled with countless memories. 

      Varsha M 

 

Rollercoaster ride, yet the best four years of my life. 

       Pranav R 

I can’t possibly think of a better place to have completed my 

engineering than BMSCE, eternally grateful to everyone who 

has been a part of this journey with me! 

      B Sumedha Shenoy 

 

Turning point of my life with lots of memories,    

enjoyments, emotions, challenges, struggles    and 

learning. 

      Vamshi Kiran 

 



 


